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Abstract: Tendon transfer surgery is often used to restore hand grasp function following high median-
ulnar nerve palsy. This surgery typically reroutes and sutures the tendon of the extensor carpi radialis
longus (ECRL) muscle to all four flexor digitorum profundus (FDP) tendons of the hand, coupling
them together. This makes it difficult to grasp irregularly shaped objects. We propose inserting a
novel implantable passive device between the FDP tendons to surgically construct a differential
mechanism, enabling the fingers to individually adapt to the irregular contours during grasping.
These passive implants with no moving parts are fabricated from biocompatible materials. We
tested the implants’ ability to create differential flexion between the index and middle fingers when
actuated by a single muscle in two human cadaver hands using a computerized closed-loop control
paradigm. In these cadaveric models, the implants enabled significantly more differential flexion
between the index and middle fingers for a wide range of donor tendon tensions. The implants
also redistributed fingertip forces between fingers. When grasping uneven objects, the difference in
contact forces between fingers reduced by nearly 23% compared to the current suture-based surgery.
These results suggest that self-adaptive grasp is possible in tendon transfers that drive multiple distal
flexor tendons.

Keywords: implant design; median-ulnar nerve injury; finger flexion; tendon transfer; hand
surgery; grasp

1. Introduction

The high median-ulnar nerve injury paralyzes the flexor digitorum profundus (FDP)
muscle partially and the flexor digitorum superficialis (FDS) muscle completely, resulting
in a limited grasping function. One current surgical solution to restore flexion of the
four fingers is a tendon transfer surgery where the four FDP tendons of insertion are
rerouted and sutured to the single tendon of insertion of the donor extensor carpi radialis
longus (ECRL) muscle, a wrist extensor innervated by another nerve, namely, the radial
nerve [1–5]. However, this procedure has a fundamental drawback: it couples the excursion
of the previously independent FDP tendons to the single ECRL tendon. This locks the
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movement of all four fingers even if just one finger is unable to move after making contact
with an object during grasping; therefore, not all fingers are able to make contact when
grasping irregularly-shaped objects, and even simple tasks, such as holding an apple,
become challenging [6].

Prior work has documented the disappointing grasping function that arises from cou-
pled finger movement when multiple tendons are sutured to one muscle [7,8]. Specifically,
the coupled finger movement leads to (i) incomplete, weak, and unbalanced grasps [7];
(ii) greater muscle force required to create full multi-finger contact, because the tendons
of the open fingers need to be stretched to close them once one finger makes contact; and
(iii) uneven tendon tensioning. Additionally, challenges arise from anatomical differences
between patients and a limited set of donor muscles. For example, even when the number
of functioning muscles is highly limited, the standard of care will not assign more than
one function (such as finger and thumb flexion) to the donor muscle due to the suture’s
coupling effect [7]. Unfortunately, the hand grip remains weak post-surgery, because the
suture couples the fingers and the fingers do not adapt to an object’s shape. This greatly
reduces the patient’s independence and ability to work.

To improve post-operative quality of life, we have developed a passive device im-
plantable between the FDP tendons and the donor ECRL muscle to construct a network of
differential mechanisms. This network of differential mechanisms will enable the fingers to
continue to flex even if the other finger or fingers is/are locked after having already made
contact. These devices have been patented by Dr. Valero-Cuevas and Dr. Balasubrama-
nian along with Dr. Homayouni (per U.S. Patents 9,925,035 and 10,595,984 [9,10]). Our
previous simulation and human cadaver studies showed that such a network of implants
embodied as hierarchically-arranged pulleys improved grasping of irregular objects [11].
However, the pulleys are too bulky and a low-profile embodiment is desired to create
similar differential action.

In this work, we explore the efficacy of two low-profile implant embodiments (a rod
embodiment and a U-shaped embodiment; see Figure 1, panels A1 and B1, respectively),
with the goal of advancing these implants toward clinical adoption. These implants form a
triangle with the bifurcation point of the FDP tendons from the ECRL acting as the triangle
apex [6]. In terms of mechanical action, this triangle would translate as the muscle contracts.
However, the triangle also introduces a rotational degree-of-freedom about the triangle
apex. This enables passive differential action between the index and middle finger, even
if they are driven by one muscle. The embodiment’s efficacy will be measured in terms
of the improved evenness/balance in the force distribution between the two fingers and
compared with the force distribution seen in the current suture-based surgery.
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Figure 1. CAD models of two low-profile implants (rendered in gray). Panel (A1) depicts the rod
implant. This implant may be positioned close to (see panel (A2)) or further away (see panel (A3))
from the bifurcation of the tendon (rendered in gold). However, the U implant (panels (B1), (B2)) is a
two-piece implant which fixes (as seen in panel (B3)) around the bifurcating tendon. Therefore, its
position cannot be changed.

2. Materials and Methods

This study tested whether our implants improved the ability of the index and middle
fingers to perform differential flexion when driven by a tendon transfer, as more equal
force distributions across fingers are desired when grasping irregular objects. Differential
flexion is the individuated force application by one finger (say, the middle finger) when
the other (say, the index finger) is constrained by external contact, even if both fingers are
driven by one flexor muscle, as seen in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Fixing and testing the implants: The panels depict fully prepared cadaver hands both with
and without one of the two implant types evaluated in this study. The first column of panels features
index and middle finger flexion when neither finger is constrained. The second column of panels
features middle finger flexion when the index finger is constrained. Panels (A,B) feature a cadaver
specimen with a rod implant attached distal to the bifurcation point of FDP tendons. Panels (C,D)
showcase the same but with a U-implant attached around the bifurcation point. Panels (E,F) display
the outcome of the baseline suture-based surgery. In panels (A,C) the implants translated proximally to
allow both fingers to flex. Upon constraining the index finger (B,D), the implants sacrificed this ability
to translate proximally. To accommodate the movement of the unconstrained middle finger, they
instead rotated further counterclockwise as more tension is applied by the donor tendon. However,
the suture-based baseline case could only translate (see panel (E)). So, when the index finger was
constrained, the middle finger barely moved (see panel (F)).

2.1. Cadaver Preparation with Implants

We tested two 3D-printed rigid polyurethane (RPU) [12] implants. In Figure 1, the
rod implant in panel A1 could form shorter (15 mm; see panel A2) or taller (30 mm; see
panel A3) triangles. The triangle height of the U implant was fixed by the geometry of the
implant as seen in Figure 1 (panels B1–B3).
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We used two fresh-frozen cadaveric arms disarticulated at the elbow. Both suture- and
implant-based procedures were tested on each arm. Hand surgeons tagged the insertion
tendons of the FDP and ECRL, and resected muscle tissue. The wrist joint was stabilized
and fixed by an Agee-WristJack® [13,14], as seen in Figure 2. We sutured inelastic Kevlar®

cables (McMaster–Carr part #8800K43, 0.038′′ diameter high-strength high-temperature
para-aramid thread [15]) to the FDP, extensor indicis proprius (EIP), and extensor digitorum
communis (EDC) tendons of the index and middle fingers. Both FDP tendons were coupled
to and driven by a single DC motor simulating the ECRL muscle. To one specimen, we
attached a rod implant distal to the FDP tendon bifurcation point (Figure 2, panels A,B).
To the other, we attached a U implant (Figure 2, panels C,D). After conducting the study
to evaluate the differential flexion of each hand specimen, the implants were removed (as
seen in Figure 2, panels E,F) to repeat the study for the current state-of-the-art suture-based
procedure.

2.2. Actuation and Sensing

The proximal end of the ECRL tendon’s Kevlar cable was attached to a DC motor
through a cable tension sensor for active control (Figure 3, labels A,D). Using an experimen-
tal test platform similar to our previous work [16,17], the ECRL tendon tension was set by
a proportional-integral force controller via a National InstrumentsTM (NI) data acquisition
system. Similar actuation of the EIP and EDC tendons allowed us to extend and reset the
fingers to the starting point between finger flexion trials. Additionally, the hand was held
with a “victory-V” gesture at all times by passively tensioning the index finger’s dorsal
interosseous and the middle finger’s palmar interosseous while folding the other digits, as
illustrated in Figure 3. We understand that this gesture is not a typical hand posture used
in functional activities. Additionally, grasping requires flexion at the interphalangeal joints,
which are splinted in this work. However, to show proof-of-concept of the mechanical
efficacy of the implants to distribute force between two output tendons driven by a single
muscle, the “victory-V” based on flexion only at the metacarpal joints is sufficient. If the
distal joints were indeed free to move, the differential action enabled by the implant at the
metacarpal joints would have been available to the distal joints as well. The “victory-V”
gesture also ensured that the two fingers being tested do not interfere with one another.

We attached a custom instrumented paddle with two hemicylindrical contact- and
force-sensing finger pads to the wrist joint of an Omron® AdeptSix 300 industrial robot [18]
(see Figure 3B,C). This robot enabled positioning and orienting the paddle so the paddle’s
rotational axis was centered between the two fingers. Additionally, the plane of the paddle’s
instrumentation was parallel to the two fingers such that both fingers (when at rest) were
barely making contact with the paddle. Rotating the robot’s wrist allowed us to change the
paddle orientation per our experimental protocol.

2.3. Testing Protocol

We simulated finger contact with the contours of irregular objects by gradually rotating
and holding the instrumented paddle at multiple orientations from ±3° to ±30° at 3° inter-
vals. A baseline tendon tension of 1 newton (N) simulated muscle tone on the ECRL, EIP,
and EDC tendons to prevent tendon slack. We then measured the force applied by each
finger on its paddle force plate for different simulated FDP tendon tensions from 3 N to
30 N.
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Figure 3. Experimental Setup: The cadaver hand specimen is mounted to an Agee-WristJack® (A)
using bone pins drilled into the radial and ulnar bones to stabilize the wrist joint. The specimen is
also attached to the experiment platform using the WristJack. A robotic arm (B) positions a sensorized
paddle (C) so each finger can individually push on a force plate. The robotic arm can also rotate the
paddle to simulate the contours of irregular objects. The donor ECRL flexor tendon, and the extensor
EIP and EDC tendons are actuated by force-controlling DC motors (D). Illustrated by Sabrina Teo.

Both cadavers underwent the first of three test scenarios: implant (either rod or U
implant)—this evaluated the implants’ and suture performances gliding freely (see Figure 4,
panel B). Since the rod implant could be repositioned, it was tested using this scenario for
two positions (15 mm, 30 mm distal) from the tendon bifurcation point. The next scenario
simulated scarring-related tissue adhesion of the implants using 3MTM VetbondTM. Finally,
we removed the implants to test the suture-based surgery (see Figure 4, panel A).

We compared the efficacy of each implant-/suture-based surgery in maintaining equal
index and middle fingertip forces as paddle orientation and input tendon tension changed.
The difference in fingertip forces quantifies the absolute deviation from the ideal zero difference
in forces (see Figure 5, panel D: green dashed line). Similarly, we also quantified the variation
in fingertip force difference due to input tendon tension at each paddle rotation angle as the
absolute deviation of its fingertip force difference from the mean fingertip force difference
(see Figure 5, panel D: lilac dashed line) averaged across all tendon tensions.
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Figure 4. Testing protocol: It involves rotating a properly positioned instrumented paddle to simulate
the index and middle fingers attempting to adapt to the contours of irregular objects. We test both the
current state-of-the-art suture-based surgical technique (panel (A); as a baseline) and our proposed
implant-based technique (panel (B); with two types of implants). Illustrated by Sabrina Teo.
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Figure 5. Difference between index and middle fingertip forces measured at various paddle orientations
and tendon tensions with and without the rod implant: (A) short triangle configuration; (B) tall triangle
configuration; (C) glued tall triangle configuration; and (D) baseline suture configuration. The gray
background highlights paddle orientations for which fingertip force differences were significantly
different compared to the baseline suture configuration. The green dashed line in panel (D) highlights
the fingertip force difference of the suture case for 30 N tendon tension at −12° paddle orientation.
Similarly, the lilac dashed line highlights the force difference variation at −24° paddle orientation.
Equations (1) and (2) are computed using fingertip forces measured at every orientation and input
tension.

Mean Average Error (MAE) for each of these two quantities—computed as the average
of all deviations across every paddle rotation angle for each input tendon tension—gives
us two metrics (see Equations (1) and (2)) for each of the following test configurations:

• Rod implant (short tendon triangle)—free moving.
• Rod implant (tall tendon triangle)

– Free moving
– Glued to surrounding tissue to simulate postoperative scarring.
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• U implant

– Free moving
– Glued to surrounding tissue to simulate postoperative scarring.

• Baseline suture approach—free moving.

MAE f ingertip f orce di f f erences =
1

m · n


′m′

tendon tensions

∑
i

′n′
rotation angles

∑
j

| f ingertip f orce di f f erencei,j|

 (1)

MAE f orce di f f erence variation =
1

m · n


′m′

tendon tensions

∑
i

′n′
rotation angles

∑
j

| f orce di f f erencei,j −mean f orce di f f erencei|

 (2)

3. Results
3.1. Rod Implant

Our comparisons are enabled by evaluating the difference in fingertip forces between
the index and middle fingers for each of the three test configurations of the rod implant
(Figure 5, panels A–C) as well as the suture-based procedure (panel D), across every paddle
orientation and donor tendon tension. We then computed the MAEs as comparison metrics
for each configuration using Equations (1) and (2). The short-triangle rod implant (panel A)
was the best performer with an average fingertip force difference of 1.35 N—a 22.57%
reduction in fingertip force differences relative to the suture-based baseline configuration
(seen in panel D) across all paddle orientations and tendon tensions. This configuration also
had the lowest variation in these fingertip force differences due to tendon tension at 1.75 N—
a 24.66% reduction compared to the suture-based procedure. This reduction could mean the
difference in the ability of the hand to acquire an irregularly-shaped object without twisting
it as it is grasped. With a p-value < 0.05%, this configuration also showcased significantly
different fingertip force differences for paddle orientations in the range [−30°, −9°] and
[9°, 30°] compared to the baseline. These results show promise for clinical impact [19,20].

While the tall triangle configurations—both free-moving (panel B) and glued (panel
C)—do not perform as well, they did outperform the baseline with average reductions
in fingertip force differences of over 18% (compared to the baseline). These cases also
displayed similar reductions in the variation of fingertip force differences due to tendon
tension of about 20%. This suggests that a larger triangle formed by the rod implant with
the bifurcating tendons has lower force redistribution capabilities. Additionally, the tissue
adhesion simulated by gluing the implant did not significantly alter performance. The
exact values are listed in Table 1.

These differences in fingertip forces were computed from the fingertip forces of the
index and middle fingers for each test configuration of the rod implant-based and suture-
based procedures (see Figure 6, panels A–D). The negative orientations pushed against and
caused extension of the index finger. Positive orientations did the same for the middle finger.
The figure clearly shows that these extensions caused the fingertip force to increase. This is
because neither the implant nor the suture can perfectly redistribute forces. Unsurprisingly,
increasing tendon tension proportionately increased fingertip forces.
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Figure 6. Index and middle fingertip forces measured at various paddle orientations and tendon tensions
with and without the rod implant: (A) short triangle configuration; (B) tall triangle configuration;
(C) glued tall triangle configuration; and (D) baseline suture configuration. The negative paddle
orientations force the index finger to extend and increase its fingertip force. Positive orientations do
the same for the middle finger.

Here too, we see that the free-moving short triangle configuration had the best per-
formance, showcasing the lowest variations/spread of absolute fingertip forces relative
to tendon tension. Both the free-moving and glued tall triangle configurations performed
about the same as each other and not, as well as the first case but also outperformed the
suture configuration. However, for a given tendon tension, maximum fingertip forces were
lower with the implant since it redistributed forces between the two fingers.
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Table 1. A performance comparison of all test configurations relative to the suture-based procedure—
computed from the data in Figures 5 and 7 using Equations (1) and (2).

Configuration Average Difference
in Fingertip Forces

(Lower MAE Is Better)

Variation in Fingertip
Force Differences Due to

Input Tendon Tension
(Lower MAE Is Better)

Paddle Orientations for
Which Implant

Outperforms Baseline
(p-Value < 0.05%)

Rod implant

short triangle ↓ 22.54% (1.35N MAE) ↓ 24.63% (1.75N MAE) [−30°,−9°] and [9°, 30°]
tall triangle ↓ 18.26% (1.43N MAE) ↓ 19.93% (1.86N MAE) [−30°,−12°] and [9°, 30°]

glued tall triangle ↓ 18.41% (1.42N MAE) ↓ 20.32% (1.85N MAE) [−30°,−12°] and [9°, 30°]
baseline suture ———— (1.75N MAE) ———— (2.32N MAE) ——————————

U implant

U implant ↓ 19.54% (1.28N MAE) ↓ 11.85% (1.86N MAE) [−30°,−18°] and [27°, 30°]
glued U implant ↓ 7.66% (1.46N MAE) ↓ 11.86% (1.86N MAE) ——————————
baseline suture ———— (1.59N MAE) ———— (2.11N MAE) ——————————

3.2. U Implant

Figure 7 plots the difference in fingertip forces for two test configurations (free implant
(panel A), glued implant (panel B)) of the U implant along with the suture-based procedure
(panel C). The U implant also redistributed forces resulting in lower fingertip forces relative
to the baseline. From panels (A) and (B), the U implant did reduce the difference in fingertip
forces. However, this is where the U implant’s results diverge from the rod implant. The
average difference in fingertip forces (computed using Equation (1)) shows that both
the free-moving and glued U implant configurations perform worse than short-triangle
configuration and about on par with the tall-triangle configuration of the rod implant (see
Table 1). Their variation due to tendon tension (computed using Equation (2)) is even worse,
performing lower than even the least performing tall-triangle rod implant configuration.
In the case of the U implant (panel A), there were a few outliers in fingertip forces that
occurred potentially due to controller glitches or spurious stiction in the robotic testbed.
These six outliers (out of 200 trials) were omitted for this case when computing the mean
fingertip forces but are marked in the figure in the interest of transparency. Finally, we
only saw significant differences between the free U implant and the baseline for a small
paddle orientation region ([−30°, −18°] and [27°, 30°]). These results do not suggest as
much promise of clinical translation for the U implant as the rod implant.

Figure 8 depicts the fingertip forces of the index and middle fingers for the three
applicable test configurations. Much like with the rod implant, the redistribution is less
than perfect, with extensions resulting in larger fingertip forces. Also, increasing tendon
tensions generally did increase fingertip forces. The six outliers trials that were omitted
when computing the mean fingertip forces are marked in this figure as well.
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Figure 7. Difference between index and middle fingertip forces measured at various paddle orientations
and tendon tensions with and without the U implant: (A) U implant configuration; (B) glued U
implant configuration; and (C) baseline suture configuration. The gray background highlights paddle
orientations for which fingertip force differences were significantly different compared to the baseline
suture configuration. The diamond markers in panel (A) represent outliers that have been omitted
when computing mean fingertip forces.
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Figure 8. Index and middle fingertip forces measured at various paddle orientations and tendon tensions
with, and without the U implant: (A) U implant configuration; (B) glued U implant configuration;
and (C) baseline suture configuration. The negative paddle orientations force the index finger to
extend and increase its fingertip force. Positive orientations do the same for the middle finger. The
diamond markers in panel (A) represent outliers in index fingertip forces that have been omitted
when computing mean fingertip forces. The triangle markers represent the same for middle fingertip
forces.

4. Discussion

Tendon transfer surgery has been the preferred approach to restore hand function
after high median-nerve palsy since 1974, when coupling the ECRL tendon to the FDP
of the index and/or middle fingers was first used to restore grasp and pinch function [5].
With ulnar nerve innervation, the FDP to the ring and small fingers may remain functional.
However, pinch and power grip are greatly diminished without the FDS and the flexor
pollicis longus (FPL). While the outcomes of these surgeries have demonstrated ability
to flex the index and middle finger in a key pinch or coupled grasp using all fingers,
individuated finger function was never achieved and leaves the patient without the ability
to adjust finger flexion and grasp forces when grasping irregularly-shaped objects.

The results (Section 3) of this cadaveric study demonstrated that our passive implant
can restore up to 22.54% of individuated finger flexion and force production in the same
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ECRL–to–FDP tendon transfer surgery. There is also up to 24.63% reduction in variation
with changes to input tendon tension. This suggests that it could clinically improve grasp
performance independent of input tensions [19,20].

4.1. Implant Performance

While each implant was trialled on a different hand specimen, their performances were
normalized against the baseline suture-based scenario conducted on the same specimen.
This allowed us to comfortably compare their relative performances.

Table 1 shows that the implants evened out finger forces (i.e., reduced average differ-
ences across fingertip forces). The rod implant (with >20% MAE reductions) consistently
outperformed the U implant (with <20% MAE reductions) for a wide range of paddle
orientations ([−30°, −12°] and [9°, 30°]). This remains true even in the glued configuration,
which simulated tissue adhesion resulting from scarring. Additionally, in Figure 8 panel
(A), we see that with the U implant, the index finger did not apply much force at lower
tendon tensions. This problem may have arisen due to minor surgical inconsistencies that
the U implant was unable to accommodate, as well as the rod implant.

Considering these promising preliminary results, the rod implant is the clear candidate
for future work and implant development as we move towards testing the biomechanical
efficacy of arranging these implants hierarchically to achieve differential action across four
fingers in a large-scale human cadaver study, before eventual clinical trials and United
States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval.

4.2. Surgical Considerations

The passive implants only introduced one additional suturing step, which added, at
most, 15 minutes to the surgery. Anatomically, tendon excursion and alignment with the
forearm and carpal tunnel are similar to end-to-end or end-to-side tendon transfers [21–25].
Importantly, surgical revision, if required, would simply mean removing the implant.

The implant could also allow customizing the range of motion and force production
of the fingers. This could be achieved by changing the implant’s geometry to form a
non-isosceles triangle with the tendons, or by altering the rest angle of the implant, or
even modifying the FDP tendon length attached to the implant. The rod implant also
accommodated for small variations and inaccuracies in measuring tendon lengths prior to
suturing without loss of function as would be the case in suture-based approaches. This
would simplify the surgery and potentially improve outcomes. The rod implant, with
its one-piece monolithic design was also easier to install and suture compared to the U
implant.

At flexed postures, we recorded the translations of the implants’ centers along with
their mediolateral shifts (see Table 2). The implants’ rotations were also measured. This
was repeated with both fingers unconstrained and with only the index finger constrained.
Comparing the two cases, the implants’ rotation more than compensated their reduced
translation (when compared to the baseline suture case) as a result of the constraints on the
index finger. This allowed the middle finger to continue flexing (see Figure 2)—as is the
purpose of the implant. This was not the case with the current state-of-the-art suture-based
approach since it did not have the rotational degree-of-freedom introduced by the implant.

The mediolateral translation of the rod implant ranged from 0.5 mm to 5.08 mm—
unequal finger constraints increased it. However, for the U implant, constraining the index
finger reduced the mediolateral translation from 7.06 mm to 3.72 mm. It is important to
note for surgical technique that mediolateral translations are also influenced by the routing
of the donor tendon.
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Table 2. Comparing the translations and rotation of the implants (and suture) when constraining
only the index finger versus keeping both fingers unconstrained—measurements from one specimen
(see Figure 2).

Rod Implant U Implant Baseline Suture

Translation
(mm)

Both fingers constrained
— case 1 —

15.34 17.14 22.68

Index finger constrained
— case 2 —

5.29 8.07 9.58

Difference
— (case 2 − case 1) —

−10.05 − 9.07 −13.01

Mediolateral
Translation

(mm)

Both fingers constrained
— case 1 —

0.50 7.06 3.90

Index finger constrained
— case 2 —

5.08 3.72 7.09

Implant Rotation
(counterclockwise

is positive)

Both fingers constrained
— case 1 —

7.45° −5.29° ———

Index finger constrained
— case 2 —

24.63° 6.12° ———

Difference
— (case 2 − case 1) —

17.18° 11.41° ———

4.3. Inspiration from the Engineering Domain and Animal Models

Our implant was designed with inspiration from the ’whippletree,’ which is a hierar-
chically arranged linkage that balances and redistributes force in many applications from
horse-drawn carriages to automotive windshield wipers. Its ability to balance force is also
used in ’underactuated’ robot hands [26–31]. Much like in our case, these robot hands
sometimes use a single motor to flex four robot fingers adaptively using a whippletree
mechanism.

Our work now demonstrates that implantable mechanisms can also use this approach
for functional restoration of hand grasp. We arrive at this point after computer simula-
tions, testing on mechanical analogues, such as the Utah-MIT hand, and chicken animal
models [6,32,33].

4.4. Implant Design and Fabrication

The implant design (see Figure 1) was driven by three primary goals, (i) improved
independent force and movement transmission with a minimal number of components,
(ii) secure attachment and integration with the tendons, and (iii) minimize the impact on
other anatomical structures.

The implants were 3D printed with Carbon, Inc.’s reinforced polyurethane [12] and
used FDA-approved sutures and cyanoacrylate adhesives approved for use in clinical
trials. A non-fouling coating minimizes foreign body response and can be sterilized using
ethylene oxide [34].

4.5. Considerations When Using Fresh-Frozen Cadaver Specimens

Our study was conducted using fresh-frozen human cadaver specimens obtained
from the Anatomical Gift Program at the University of Southern California [35]. This
program maintains strict long-term storage, controlled thawing, and preparation protocols
for human cadavers. The cadaver specimens were delivered on the morning of the study.
Including preparation time by the surgeons and use in the study, the cadavers were outside
refrigerated storage for about 4.5 h. Between cadaver preparation and the study, the
prepared cadavers were kept refrigerated. As part of preparation, our surgeons resected
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unnecessary skin, fat, and muscle tissue from the forearm to slow down decomposition
(see Figure 2).

The study was conducted in an air-conditioned Bio-Safety Level 2 (BSL-2) facility
maintained at 16 ◦C. During the study, the cadaver was repeatedly irrigated using medical-
grade buffered saline to maintain tissue properties. Previous works involving studies on
fresh-frozen human cadavers observed no significant changes to the tendons’ biomechanical
properties relevant to our work as a result of the freeze-thaw cycle or the 4.5 h experiment
duration used here [16,17,36,37].

Additionally, we used computer-controlled precision robotics to quickly perform
200 trials (5 repetitions of 20 paddle orientations at each of 10 input tendon tensions) for
each of the four test cases (see Section 2: Testing Protocol) of the rod implant in just 3.5 h.
With only three test cases, the U implant was validated in less time. We also had a rehearsal
prior to our study to allow time to practice cadaver preparation, instrumentation, and tune
our robotic testbed controllers.

4.6. Tissue Abrasion and Foreign Body Response

We conducted initial validations of the implant used in a previous live-chicken study
which showed that the implant did not cause tissue abrasion [33]. Hydrogels have also
been previously shown to further mitigate foreign body response when used in tandem
with our implants in animal models [34].

4.7. Study Limitations

A key limitation of this study is the low number of cadavers used for validating the
implants. Each implant is tested only on one hand. Future work will use more cadavers to
validate the implant’s mechanical efficacy at whole-hand grasp task strength and stability.
Additionally, more live animal validation and regulatory work are required before moving
to our first in-human trials.
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